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Dear Commissioner Vestager,
Dear Commissioner Breton,

The 31 civil society organisations from 15 countries that have signed this open letter are deeply 
concerned about your public statements from 2nd May 2022 that appeared to aim at drastically altering 
the regulatory framework underpinning the free and open internet.1 Charging Content and Application 
Providers for the use of internet infrastructure would undermine and conflict with core net neutrality 
protections in the European Union, rivaling the Trump administration’s attempt to eliminate net 
neutrality protections in the U.S.

Large European telecom companies have been lobbying for the ‘Sending Party Pays’ proposals you are 
considering since 2012.2 Over the past ten years, these proposals have been discussed extensively and 
consistently rejected by governments, legislators, and regulators in Europe and around the world—and 
rightly so.

Nothing has changed that would merit a different response this time – European internet users 
maintain a widespread desire to use the applications, content, and services offered by large content 
providers. In fact, due to advances in networking technology, the cost of deploying and operating 
network infrastructure has dropped dramatically, allowing ISPs to deploy more and faster broadband 
infrastructure at significantly lower costs.3 Thus, the economic and technical conditions at present 
weigh even more strongly against the introduction of such fees than during prior debates. 

This makes it even more shocking that the Commission suddenly voices support for these proposals – 
with no public process or consultation with public interest groups, regulators, internet-based 
companies or small businesses.

In 2012, the ITU extensively discussed the ‘Sending Party Pays’ model you are considering. The OECD 
unequivocally rejected the proposal.4 BEREC has extensively investigated Europe’s inter-connection 
markets5 on numerous occasions6 and in 2012 rejected ETNO’s ‘Sending Party Pays’ proposal as unfair, 
unnecessary and unworkable7. Ultimately, various European governments and their allies prevented 
the ITU from adopting the proposal.8 Even the European Commission rejected the idea on similar 
grounds.9  

To be clear, the ‘Sending Party Pays’ model you are considering for the internet is the same model that 
resulted in 4 to 5 Euros per minute international phone calls. These calls were so expensive because 
phone companies had a monopoly over access to their customers. This allowed them to charge 
monopoly prices for completing international calls, and international carriers had no choice but to pay 
up or be denied access. Broadband providers have the same monopoly over their customers, and the 
proposals you are considering would allow them to exploit that monopoly when charging content 
providers for access. This is why historic and current net neutrality protections in the USA10, India11 and 
the EU12 prohibit the exact charges you are proposing.

While it’s tempting to think that these monopoly fees would be used to improve network infrastructure,
the evidence suggests the opposite. A study of the countries that charged the highest telephony access 
fees found a negative correlation between high fees and advanced telecom infrastructure 
deployment.13 In other words, high access fees harmed infrastructure deployment instead of fostering 
it.
 
In your statements you speak of “players who generate a lot of traffic” and demand fair contribution of 
those players to the telecom industry.14 But this demand seems to be based on a fundamental 
misunderstanding of how the internet works. European internet users are generating the traffic 
that is flowing over Europe’s access networks, and they pay their ISPs to transport the data from 
content providers to their devices. Meta, Alphabet, Apple, Amazon, Microsoft, and Netflix send data 
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packets to European internet subscribers because Europeans use their services and are requesting the 
websites, videos, and apps these companies offer. The EU’s net neutrality law allows Europeans to use 
the bandwidth they buy from their ISPs however they want – whether for Netflix, YouTube, Facebook, 
or for a small, local site or service. Thus, European telecom companies are already compensated by 
their own internet service customers for transporting this data over their access networks; they simply 
want to be paid twice for the same service.

Content providers, in turn, already pay to transport their content, applications, and services across the 
internet and to deliver it to last-mile ISPs close to the end user who requested it. Large content 
providers invest heavily in content delivery networks and the necessary infrastructure to do so. They 
already pay a substantial share of the overall costs of internet infrastructure.

Ironically, until the European Court of Justice recently prohibited the practice of Zero-Rating15, telecom 
companies in all but two EEA countries were incentivising traffic from Big Tech companies by not 
counting that traffic towards their subscribers’ data volume, effectively encouraging their customers to 
use more—and even unlimited—data from the Big Tech companies16. Now they are turning around and
saying that data will swamp, congest, and ruin their networks. It can’t be both.

Ultimately, it is the success of popular content and application providers that makes European users 
want to buy more and more data at ever faster speeds, as former Commissioner Neelie Kroes 
acknowledged17. The rapid deployment of very high capacity networks (e.g. fiber optical networks as 
replacement for legacy copper-based connections) in several Member States shows that subscribers 
are willing to pay for the infrastructure that allows them to access high-value (and data “consuming”) 
content such as 4K video streaming.18 We should do what we can to foster this virtuous cycle, which has
powered the growth of the internet over the past decades, not break it.

Were the EU to require termination fees, the harms would ricochet around the global internet and 
would threaten to splinter it. European telecom companies would demand these fees for access to 
their networks, and other jurisdictions will likely follow the EU model. Principles of end-to-end and 
global level playing field would be lost, and the internet would become a ‘splinternet’ in which the 
provision of cross-border services requires bureaucratic procedures to negotiate terms for accessibility 
in each and every network.19 The growth of European startups would be hindered by the necessity to 
negotiate deals with hundreds of ISPs in EU member states whose customers the startup might want to
reach with their service. We understand that the proposal would, at least initially, only apply to very 
large content providers among the GAFAM companies. Any exception for SMEs below which a company
is not required to pay access fees would become a glass ceiling preventing growth, innovation, and 
competitiveness of the European internet economy.

The idea of access fees has been discussed for decades and has always been discarded, and rightfully 
so, as dangerous and unworkable20. The proposal will harm freedom of expression, freedom to access 
knowledge, freedom to conduct business and innovation in the EU. It will hurt Europe’s internet 
economy and create unprecedented bureaucratic barriers that will slow growth in a recovering 
economy.

Therefore, we urge you not to sacrifice the free and open internet to the short-sighted and self-
interested demands of the telecom industry. 

Sincerely,

epicenter.works – for digital rights (Austria)
European Digital Rights (EU)
Civil Liberties Union for Europe e.V. (EU)
Electronic Frontier Foundation (USA)
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Article 19 (Global)
IT-Pol (Denmark)
Internet Freedom Foundation (India)
Citizen D (Slovenia)
R3D: Red en Defensa de los Derechos Digitales (Mexico)
ApTI (Bulgaria)
Homo Digitalis (Greece)
Digitalcourage (Germany)
Fitug e.V. (Germany)
Fight for the Future (USA)
majal.org (Middle East & North Africa)
Aspiration Tech (USA)
Global Innovation Gathering e.V. (Global)
AI for the People (USA)
Electronic Frontier Norway (Norway)
Open Media (Canada)
Open MIC (USA)
The Greenlining Institute (USA)
Chaos Computer Club (Germany)
Open Net Association (South Korea)
MediaJustice (USA)
Data Labe (Brazil)
Openculture.agency (Germany) 
Freifunk Hamburg (Germany) 
mutabiT (Colombia)
Engine (USA)
D64 – Zentrum für Digitalen Fortschritt (Germany)
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